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INTRODUCTION

The whole company’s goal, in fact, is to be the most decentralized public
network at scale in the market – Leemon Baird

Leemon Baird is the Co-founder and CTO of Swirlds Inc. With over 20 years of technology and
startup experience, he has held positions as a Professor of Computer Science at the Air Force
Academy, Adjunct Professor at multiple other prestigious universities, and as a senior scientist in
several labs. He has been the co-founder of several startups, including two identity-related startsups with successful exits. He received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from Carnegie Mellon
University faster than any student in school history (2 years, 9 months), has multiple patents, and
over 100 publications in peer-reviewed journals on computer security, machine learning, and
mathematics. He regularly keynotes on these topics at conferences.
Mance Harmon is an experienced technology executive and entrepreneur with more than 20 years
of strategic leadership experience in multi-national corporations, government agencies and hightech startups, and is Co-founder and CEO of Swirlds Inc. Prior experience includes serving as the
Head of Architecture and Labs at Ping Identity, Founder / CEO of two tech startups, the senior
executive for product security at a $1.7B revenue organization, Program Manager for a very-large
scale software program for the Missile Defense Agency, the Course Director for Cybersecurity at
US Air Force Academy, and research scientist in Machine Learning at Wright Laboratory. Mance
received a MS in Computer Science from the University of Massachusetts, and a BS in Computer
Science from Mississippi State University.

WHY DO I CARE?

DISCLAIMER ⚠️ I’M A SEED INVESTOR IN HEDERA HASHGRAPH

This has been a long journey for me. The full story of how I found the Hashgraph whitepaper
and why I decided to invite Leemon onto Hidden Forces in order to tell my audience about it
(and to explain it to me) is not one I’ve ever shared publicly. Frankly, I even surprised myself
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with just how much conviction and confidence I had in Leemon and the team to execute on
his vision, but even more surprising was that I managed to understand (or felt like I
understood) the core innovation of his consensus protocol and why it could be such a
gamechanger for the industry.
I wish I could say that I discovered the paper in some dark corner of the Internet or while
cavorting with hackers and cypher punks, but the truth is far less glamorous. By the summer
of 2017, Hidden Forces was already making a name for itself among the more savvy,
technically, competent, and financially literate people in the fields of entrepreneurship and
investing. In particular, it was the venture capitalists who took most readily to the program,
and as a result, many of these listeners reached out to introduce themselves to me. In some
cases, they invited me to various events, dinners, or asked me to join their circle of advisors.
In very early September, I got an email to attend an inaugural crypto-currency working group
at Goldman Sachs. The event was held on the morning of Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017. The event
description was: “A roundtable series connecting key stakeholders from traditional finance
and crypto-currency. Join us for a discussion on how to bridge institutional finance and cryptocurrency worlds.” I can’t remember all the various people who were there (there were about
30-40 people seated around a large conference table), but seated next to me was an investor
in Swirlds (Leemon and Mance’s company that owns the rights to the Hashgraph consensus
algorithm). Though I did not know it at the time, I was about to become “Patient Zero,” for an
epidemic that has since infected hundreds of thousands (if not millions) of investors, advisors,
ambassadors, and developers who are convinced of the opportunity that Hedera Hashgraph
represents to transform commerce, security, and identity on the Internet today. Sensing my
enthusiasm for the space, but also my disappointment in many of the projects that I had come
across, he enticed me with the promise of an introduction to someone who he said was “very
close to Satoshi Nakamoto.” I had some suspicions about who he was referring to, based on
his description, but then, ever so smoothly, he mentioned that he had another person who
“was not as well known, but more brilliant.” Still wearing my producer hat, I thought to myself
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“Who cares how brilliant this other guy is? I want the Satoshi dude!” Three days later, on
Friday, September 15th, 2017 at 5:10PM, I got an email from this same person with Leemon
Baird’s bio and a link to a website where I could download the Swirlds whitepaper. It was not
until the next day that I went through the white paper. I’d be lying if I said I understood
everything in there, but the one thing that clearly stuck out to me was the virtual voting. It
seemed like a kind of compression algorithm for a voting protocol. The hashgraph was like a
decoder ring for figuring out what everyone in the network already believed about what the
consensus order should be. It was really hard to believe that a problem that seemed so
difficult could have such a simple solution. I was both perplexed. It made sense, but could it
really be true?
There is obviously MUCH MORE to this story, including the fortuitous opportunity to put
together and moderate a panel with Mance and a few other members of the executive team.
But I wanted to take a moment to remember and share my experience of how I first found the
white paper, and what my initial reaction was to reading it. It’s been a long, exciting road since.
Below is an excerpt from one of a series of emails I had with my contact. This was sent to him
after I first listened to my recording with Leemon, only days before I would release it to my
audience as Episode 22:
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DRAWING DISTINCTIONS
I think it’s useful for us to really break down what we are talking about here, because so many
terms get thrown around and they may mean one thing in one area and a completely different thing
in another.
Let’s begin by distinguishing between Hashgraph (the consensus protocol) and Hedera Hashgraph
(the DLT built using Hashgraph’ consensus). Let’s also distinguish between the consensus
mechanisms (Hashgraph vs. Nakamoto Style Consensus) and the database architectures
(Directed Acyclic Graph vs. Blockchain). Let’s also distinguish between PoS and PoW, the different
purposes that these serve in blockchain, and the function of PoS for Hedera. Let’s also talk about
the difference between a public network and a private one. Let’s also discuss the difference
between permissioned (centralized) and permissionless (decentralized) databases. Let’s talk about
the difference between distributed and decentralized.

DATABASE ARCHITECTURE
Nakamoto as Consensus
Hack

Architecture Distinctions

Hashgraph vs. Nakamoto Style Consensus — I often say that Hashgraph solves the problem of
consensus by answering the question: “what is the minimum amount of information needed to run
a voting algorithm.” I’ve also short handedly referred to it as a compressional algorithm for the
casting of votes, which is not technically accurate since you are not compressing information as
much as you are adding a tiny fraction of information to the sum total of all information
communicated before the casting of a vote. What I really want to do here is capture the brilliance
of what you’ve designed and address a question that I constantly get about Hashgraph, which is
“What are the tradeoffs? You can’t possibly be doing 100,000’s of t/ps, with fair transaction order,
and still be more secure than your blockchain competitors. That’s not possible. Every system has
tradeoffs.” Q: How is it possible, for real, that your system is faster and more secure, when this
entire community of developers and engineers has been struggling just to get above 10
transactions per second without compromising security (bigger block, shorter time between blocks,
etc.). Q: How is this possible? Q: Why is Nakamoto Consensus so slow and why can’t it reach
finality? Q: Why doesn’t the blockchain community create a different mechanism that is faster? Q:
Is there any way to do fair transaction ordering on a blockchain, even if you had finality?
Coq Proof — An associate professor of Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon completed a Coq
proof of hashgraph in the fall of last year. Q: What is a Coq proof? Q: Why is a Coq proof significant
and important, and why should anyone outside academia care?
Hashgraph vs. Theoretical Alternatives — Q: What would it take for these systems to compete
with a fully permissionless Hedera on performance and security? These are open-source
development projects that can evolve and appropriate technology from one system to another. Q:
Why can’t someone create a faster, safer database than Hedera Hashgraph?

What is the Minimum Amount of Information Needed?

Why is Blockchain So Slow? Can it be Faster, Fairer, and Secure?

FINALITY

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) vs. Blockchain Database — Q: What are the key differences
between DAG databases and Blockchain databases? Q: Are there advantages to one over the other?
(fairness in transaction ordering and DDoS resistance because there is no leader) Q: While hashgraph
could be applied to a blockchain database, Nakamoto style consensus cannot work on a DAG. Why?
Q: Is this because one is leaderless and the other requires a block proposer, and therefore Nakamoto
consensus is tailored to solving a very specific problem of how to make a blockchain database work in
a permissionless setting, whereas hashgraph can be applied identically in permissioned and
permissionless?
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Different Notions of “Security”

Network Layer Security — Q: What are the key distinctions between PoS and PoW when it comes
to network security? Q: What are the pros and cons of using either? *** There are economies of scale
to PoW that cause centralization of miners/validators (randomness of solving reverse hash requires
ASIC’s and lots of computing power to smoothen volatility of cost to reward…. massive energy use
creates incentives for bulk energy pricing…. certain geographies provide cheaper energy…. etc.)
*** Opportunity to mention the fuzzy meaning of “decentralization.
Why 1/3 and not 1/2 ? — Q: Is there an easy way to explain why it’s a 1/3 attack?
Leader Elections in Blockchain — Q: How do leader elections work in blockchain and why is PoW
necessary in this process? (making elections truly random and preventing spoofing) Q: How does this
work for PoS blockchains?
Chain Selection/Forks in Blockchain — Q: What role does PoW play in reducing the likelihood of
inadvertent forks in blockchain? Q: Are there any estimates as to how much energy is wasted in
permissionless, proof-of-work blockchains due to inadvertent forks? *** Unclear how PoS could stand
in for this.

NETWORK SECURITY VS. FINALITY
PoS and aBFT — I’d like to clarify the term “security” for a moment, because we are going to use it in
two different contexts here. In terms of the consensus mechanism, the term “secure” refers to the
asynchronous byzantine fault tolerant consensus, and that network participants can be confident that
finality means finality. Their transactions are secure. In terms of network security, there needs to be a
way to protect the network from Sybil attacks. This comes by way of PoS. Q: What are the distinctions
we need to make when speaking about security?

PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE
Public vs. Private — Q: What is the difference between a public network and a private one? Q: Can
you give us some examples?

CENTRALIZED, DISTRIBUTED, AND DECENTRALIZED
Permissioned vs. Permissionless — When most people talk about bitcoin being “decentralized,”
what they mean is that it is permissionless. Q: What is the difference between a permissionless
database and a permissioned one? Q: Can you give us some examples?
Distributed vs. Decentralized — Q: What is the distinction between a distributed database and a
decentralized one? Q: Can a distributed database be centralized?

HEDERA HASHGRAPH VS. HASHGRAPH
DLT vs. Consensus — There is lots of confusion about Hashgraph being permissioned, and I think
some of that stems from the fact that hashgraph is a consensus protocol that was and can still be
deployed in permissioned environments, and in fact, this is an important part of the overall architecture
of Hedera. However, Hedera is a permissionless database or DLT. Q: What is the difference between
Hedera Hashgraph and Hashgraph?
*** Way you think about token economics and pricing is designed in order to maximize security.
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Centralization in PoW/Nakamoto Consensus

PoS in Hedera vs. PoS in Blockchain

POS VS. POW

PATH TO DECENTRALIZATION
We have all heard people try and say that Hedera is centralized, meaning that it is a permissioned
network. This is only true insofar as Hedera’s security as a permissionless database derives from
its market capitalization, as expressed by the total value of all its HBARS. If 100% of those HBARS
are circulating in the secondary market and being used by anonymous nodes, then theoretically,
all that is needed in order to attack the network is to accumulate 1/3 or more of the outstanding
HBARS, either through outright purchases or through proxy staking or both, in the hands of an
attacker or group of attackers collaborating together, against the network.
The path towards decentralization, therefore, is contingent upon two things: (1) a market
capitalization sufficiently large to make an attack practically unaffordable and (2) sufficiently wide
distribution of coins so as to make collusion among a narrow set of actors impossible.
There are other potential vectors of attack that could require Hedera to make adjustments going
forward. For example, proxy staking allows for nodes to obtain voting power without paying for it.
This could theoretically be exploited, and therefore, measures need to be taken in order to counter
it.
Public blockchains and DLTs are experiencing centralization concerns around coin accumulation
and mining power. The promise of true decentralization has remained, thus far, just a promise.
Q: What do you need in order to be truly decentralized? Q: Is there any universally accepted
definition of what this even means?

Geographic Decentralization

Coin-weighted, Proof-of-Stake Consensus — Public DLT networks need a scarce resource to
secure the networks against such attacks. In “proof-of-work” blockchains, such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum, the limited resource is computing power and associated energy consumption. In “proof-ofstake” DLT systems, the limited resource is the platform’s digital coin, and a node’s ability to validate
transactions is proportional to the amount of coins the node holds (i.e., its “stake”). Q: How does this
work? Q: What is proxy-staking? Q: Are there limits to proxy staking?
Release Schedule — Q: What is the release schedule for the HBARS? Q: What percentage is owned
by Hedera management and employees, what percentage is owned by Swirlds, what percentage is
owned by SAFT purchasers and developers, and what percentage is unallocated and controlled by the
HGC treasury?
Theoretical Attacks — Q: How do you stay ahead of possible attacks in an economy-based
system where vectors open up in ways that you may not have anticipated? Q: What if a conspiracy
of bad actors colludes by creating many anonymous accounts, proxy staking them all to the hilt,
and then deploying them to disrupt consensus?
Geographical Node Distribution — Q: How important is it that no 1/3 or more of the network not
be geographically centralized?
Evolving Security — Q: How do you stay on top of this over the years and going forward?

HEDERA GOVERNING COUNCIL
How it Works — Q: How does governance work on Hedera? Q: What do these members oversee?
Q: What don’t they oversee? Q: What can they change? Q: What can’t they change? Q: What is
the process for making a change? Q: What are the term limits? Q: Why supermajority voting and
not some other percentage? Q: How are new members selected?
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No Developer or Miner Governance & No Dictator

Nuance of Vote Staking

NETWORK PROTECTION

BTC Limited Supply Ideology vs. Hedera Council
Why is Utility Important?

Inequality — There are economies of scale in POW that cause centralization. That’s not the case in
POS, but in POS, the distribution of wealth in the economy at large can be reflected in the coin
distribution. Q: Are there internal dynamics to the network that complement or counter this dynamic?
Q: Could Hedera’s security exigencies create pressure to ensure greater equality of wealth within the
Hedera economy?
Utility — Q: What defines “network utility?” Q: What does it mean for a network “to be useful?” Q:
How does usefulness help you to become decentralized?

Can PoS Incentivize Equality?

ECONOMY

Corporate Multinational Power Grab?

Open Source vs. Open Review — Q: What is the distinction between open source and open review?
Q: When and how can developers view the code and compile it? Q: Why is this important?
No Forks/IP — Q: Why is it important that there is no forking? Q: Have enterprises really made
this an issue? Q: Do you have examples of how enterprises have made this an issue?
World Governance — Q: How do we know this isn’t corporate, multinational power grab?
New Members — Q: What are some of the exciting, new council members?
Limited Supply — Q: Bitcoin’s claim to fame is that there will never be more than X. What about
Hedera? Q: Does the council control this? Q: For anyone looking for the ideal digital, speculative asset,
or even store of value, why would they trust this new platform when Bitcoin has the longest history in
this space by far and a strong cultural and ideological commitment to limiting supply?
Caps on Supply Schedule — Q: What are the caps on the supply schedule? The system is
incentivized to absorb financial value (and thus limit supply) because the market cap is essential to its
security. Q: Does this mean you may release more sooner if your market cap rises unexpectedly fast?
Q: Would you ever speed up the distribution? Q: I mean, if the network is worth 500 billion in 5 years,
would you speed it up?
How Many Sales? — Q: Every how often are you selling into the primary market during the distribution
schedule?

HOW IT WORKS (IT WORKS)

What are the Different Fees?

FEE STRUCTURE
Different Types of Fees — Q: How do fees work?
Potential Market Cap — Q: What amount of business could you see being conducted on this platform
annually in 10 years’ time when 75% of the HBARS have been released?

NODE/ACCOUNT REQUIREMENTS
Permissioned Node Requirements — Q: What are the requirements to be a permissioned node?
Anonymous Nodes — Q: When will anonymous people be able to run nodes and what does that
mean?
Mirror Nodes — Q: What are mirror nodes?
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How do I Run a Node? What’s a Mirror Node?

Unlike Ethereum or any other blockchain databases that purport to support distributed application
development, Hedera Hashgraph actually works. The applications being built today will run atop
Hedera and will not be hosted on Amazon Web Services awaiting some eventual scaling solution.
This is the real thing.
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What has been your Approach with Regulators?

How to Build — Q: How do people build on this platform? Q: How can they get started? Q: Who
is building now? Q: How many people are building? *** consulted for Helix Accelerator
Use Cases — Q: What are some ways in which companies will want to use Hedera to do things
that they can’t do otherwise? Q: How about saving the state of your database at any given time so
that you can verify if it has been changed (for example, hospitals can take a snapshot of blood
records throughout the day and compare their database to Hedera before surgery to make sure
they haven’t been scrambled or corrupted)? *** Blood records example *** Authentication in this
world of “deep fakes” and “synthetic news” *** Decentralized market applications or true “sharing
economy” like ride-sharing or Airbnb.
Binding Arbitration — On Hedera, when you create a smart contract, you can choose to either make
it like a smart contract on other ledgers, or you can make it have special keys that allow its behavior to
be overridden, when appropriate. Q: What is binding arbitration, and how does it differ from the “code
is law” idea of smart contract execution? Q: Why do you think this is good to have, considering that
“code is law” is considered a feature in blockchain platforms and not a bug?
Hedera Enterprise Progress vs. Enterprise Ethereum Alliance — Q: What’s the difference
between what you have done and Enterprise Ethereum Alliance? Q: Will you create an
“development fund” and can I be part of it!? ;)
Partnerships like Chainlink — Q: What kind of companies are building on top of you? Q: What is
Chainlink doing? (Oracle)
Database Sharding — Q: When and how are you going to implement database sharding? Q: You
need more nodes in order to shard, right? Of course, if you are running into scaling issues, it would
suggest that the network’s value is rising which would make it possible to add more nodes.
No Money from China or Russia — Q: Why did you take no money from china or Russia?
Squeaky Clean Approach — Q: Why?

What Applications will be Ready by OA?

Give me Use Case Examples? Cybersecurity Products? Decentralized Uber?

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

